
KS2 Cursive The Letter ‘v’ Activity Pack

Pointed Teeth

Standing Sandcastles

Fluency, Style and Speed Practice: The Letter ‘v’
Can you continue these warm-up patterns?

Can you copy these riddles out in your most fluent, joined style and then write the ‘v’ words that answer them?

If I start to rumble,

It’s almost eruption o’clock!

Be sure to run for cover…

Or you’ll be buried in  
molten rock!

What am I?

I am a spooky character 
with pointed teeth,

Pale skin and black cape,

If you see me at Halloween,

You must make a  
speedy escape!

What am I? 

I’m a very important person,

Who helps to keep  
animals well,

I can fix a pussycat with a 
thorn in its paw,

Or cure a sickly gazelle!

Who am I? 

Use a knife to chop us up,

And put us in a stew,

We make your diet healthy,

On a patch is where  
we grew!

What are we?

? ? ? ?
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Fluency, Style and Speed Practice: The Letter ‘v’ Answers
1. If I start to rumble, It’s almost eruption o’clock! Be sure to run for cover…Or you’ll be buried in molten rock! What am I?  

volcano

2. I am spooky character with pointed teeth, pale skin and black cape, if you see me at Halloween, you must make a speedy escape!  
What am I?  
vampire

3. I’m a very important person, who helps to keep animals well, I can fix a pussycat with a thorn in its paw, or cure a sickly gazelle! 
Who am I?  
vet

4. Use a knife to chop us up, and put us in a stew, we make your diet healthy, on a patch is where we grew! What are we? 
vegetables


